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Abstract 
We study the approximability of some problems which aim at finding spanning trees in un- 
directed graphs which maximize, rather than minimize, a single objective function representing 
a form of benefit or usefulness of the tree. We prove that the problem of finding a spanning 
tree which maximizes the number of paths which connect pairs of vertices and pass through 
a common arc can be polynomially approximated within 9/8. It is known that this problem 
can be solved exactly in polynomial time if the graph is 2-connected; we extend this result to 
graphs having at most two articulation points. We leave open whether in the general case the 
problem admits a polynomial time approximation scheme or is MAX-SNP hard and therefore 
not polynomially approximable within 1 + E, for any fixed E > 0, unless P = NP. On the other 
hand, we show that the problems of finding a spanning tree which has maximum diameter, or 
maximum height with respect to a specified root, or maximum sum of the distances between 
all pairs of vertices, or maximum sum of the distances from a specified root to all remaining 
vertices, are not polynomially approximable within any constant factor, unless P = NP. The same 
result holds for the problem of finding a lineal spanning tree with maximum height, and this 
solves a problem which was left open in Fellows et al. (1988). 
1. Introduction 
Many problems in network design can be described as finding a spanning tree satis- 
fying some optimal&y criteria. For instance, see problems NDl-ND10 in [7]. The usual 
goal is that of minimizing a cost function associated with the tree or, more recently, 
to minimize more than one cost function, since this is often the goal in situations that 
arise from the real world. 
Finding a spanning tree of minimum cost with respect to one or more objective 
functions is in P for some of the most common functions (e.g. sum of the edge 
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weights, sum of the rooted path lengths, etc.) [6], but for many functions it is NP-hard, 
as shown in [3-51. For a survey of these results the reader is referred to [13]. Finding 
good approximation algorithms for NP-hard minimization problems or a proof that no 
good approximation algorithms can exist unless P =NP is a current and very active 
research area [lo, 12, 15, 16, 18,20,21]. 
Little attention has been devoted to the problems of finding spanning trees which 
maximize rather than minimize one or more objective functions, where the functions 
represent some form of benefit or usefulness of the tree. That many of these problems 
turn out to be NP-hard has also been proved in [4,5]. 
In this paper we study the approximability of five NP-hard problems studied in [4], 
aiming at finding spanning trees in the simple case when one wants to maximize one 
objective function. 
We find negative results for four problems. Specifically, we prove that the problems 
of finding a spanning tree which has maximum diameter, or maximum height with 
respect to a specified root, or maximum sum of the distances between all pairs of 
vertices, or maximum sum of the distances from a specified root to all remaining 
vertices, are not polynomially approximable within any constant factor unless P = NP. 
We also observe that the same negative result holds for the problem of finding a lineal 
(or depth first) spanning tree with maximum height, and this result solves a problem 
which was left open in [9]. 
On the other hand, we show that the problem of finding a spanning tree which 
maximizes the number of paths which connect pairs of vertices and pass through a 
common arc can be polynomially approximated. It is known [ 171 that this problem 
can be solved exactly in polynomial time if the graph is 2-connected and therefore 
without articulation points; we extend this result to graphs having at most two artic- 
ulation points. In general, that is, for graphs with three or more articulation points, 
we give an approximation algorithm which solves the problem within 9/B. We leave 
open whether in the general case the problem admits a polynomial time approximation 
scheme or is MAX-SNP-hard (cf. [ 191 for the definition), and therefore not polynomi- 
ally approximable within 1 + E, for any fixed E > 0, unless P = NP, as recently proved 
in [l]. 
All these problems have direct links to practical applications. For instance, the prob- 
lem of finding a spanning tree with a maximum diameter models the requirement of 
spanning the vertices of a network with a structure having as few branching nodes as 
possible. The problem of finding a spanning tree which maximizes the number of paths 
through an edge helps instead in partitioning a network into two connected balanced 
components. 
Finally, we notice, for the sake of completeness, that the sixth NP-hard problem 
mentioned in [4] is the problem of finding a spanning tree which maximizes the number 
of leaves; in [18] a series of polynomial time approximation algorithms, based on local 
search, are described for its solution, with performance ratios of 5 and 3. We remark 
here that this problem cannot have a polynomial time approximation scheme, unless 
P=NP, since in [ 1 l] it has been shown to be a MAX-SNP-hard problem. 
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Table 1 
Definition 
maher f(e, 0 
maxjcv 40, T) 
maxi, j~vd(Lj,T) 
&EY d(pA T) 
xi j,zy 4LA T) 
Name 
Balance( T ) 
Height(T) 
Diameter(T) 
SumDepth( T) 
SumDistance 
2. The maximum spanning tree problems 
All problems that we address in this paper for establishing to which approximability 
class they belong can be described as NP Optimization (NPO) Problems as follows: 
Instance: an undirected connected graph G = (K:E) with vertex set K 1 VI = n, 
and edge set E; a specified vertex p E V called root. 
Feasible solution: a spanning tree T of G. 
Objective function: a function C(T). 
Optimization criterion: maximize. 
We shall consider five different objective functions and therefore five different NPO 
problems, that are known to be NP-hard [4]. 
First we introduce some useful notations. If we let e = (x, v) be an edge of a 
spanning tree T of G, N, and NY be the number of vertices of the two subtrees of T 
obtainable by removing edge e, the first tree containing vertex x, the other vertex y, 
then: 
- f (e, T) denotes the number of paths in tree T passing through edge e, i.e. f (e, T) = 
W$ ; 
- d(i, j, T) denotes the distance in T between vertices i and j. 
Now in Table 1 we are able to define and name the objective functions that we shall 
consider. 
3. The Maximum Balance Problem 
Solving this problem amounts to finding a spanning tree T* which maximizes the 
function Balance(T) over all spanning trees T of G and therefore satisfies the equality: 
Balance(T*) = 2;; f(e,T*) = rn;xm:; f(e,T) = b*. 
The decision form of this problem is NP-complete 141, i.e. testing whether a graph G 
has a spanning tree T whose balance is at least as big as a given positive integer, 
is NP-complete. This rules out the possibility for it to be solved in polynomial time, 
unless P =NP. Therefore we look for polynomial time approximation algorithms or 
algorithms which solve exactly some special case of the problem. 
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In this section we first devote our attention to some special cases where the problem 
can be solved exactly, then we turn our attention to the general case and describe an 
approximation algorithm which solves the problem within 9/8. 
3.1. The special cases 
The first result we state is known, being mentioned for instance in Lovkz’ book on 
combinatorial problems [ 171. Essentially it tells us that any preassigned balance can be 
achieved in polynomial time if the graph is 2-connected. 
Theorem 1. Let G be a 2-connected graph on n vertices and let nl and n2 be positive 
integers uch that nl +n2 = n. Then, for each edge e = (x, y) of G, a spanning tree T 
can be constructed in polynomial time that contains e and has nl (resp., n2) vertices 
in the subtree containing vertex x (resp., vertex y) obtained from T by removing 
edge e. 
The following corollary is straightforward. 
Corollary 1. If G is a 2-connected graph, a spanning tree maximizing function 
Balance(T) can be constructed in polynomial time. 
Proof. By Theorem 1 we can construct a spanning tree T* with nl = In/21 and n2 = 
[n/2]. Since the integer function f(x) = x(n - x) increases in the interval [ 1, [n/21 1, 
BaZance( T” ) = jn/2J [n/2] = m;x Balance(T) 
and the conclusion follows. 0 
Our first result generalizes the preceding corollary, highlighting another special case 
in which the problem Maximum Balance can be solved exactly. It is the case where 
the graph has at most two articulation points, i.e. vertices whose removal disconnects 
the graph. 
Theorem 2. Zf G is a connected graph with at most two articulation points, then a 
spanning tree T* maximizing the function Balance(T) can be constructed in 
polynomial time. 
Proof. 
Case 1: If G has no articulation points it is 2-connected and the preceding corollary 
applies. 
Case 2: If G has 1 articulation point x, let Cl,. . . , C, be the 2-connected components 
of which G is the union (Fig. 1). Denote by ICil the number of vertices of Ci. 
If there exists a Ci such that ICil > [n/21 then Theorem 1 can be used on Ci with 
n1 = ICil - [n/21, n2 = [n/2] and edge e being any edge connecting vertex x with 
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Fig. 1. 
Fig. 2. 
a vertex of Ci; it follows easily that a spanning tree T* for G can be constructed such 
that Balance( T*) = 142J[42] = maxr Balance(T). 
Otherwise suppose wlog that Cl is the component which maximizes ICi 1. It can 
easily be shown that a spanning tree T* for G can be found with Balance(T*) = 
(ICll - l)(n - ICil + 1) = maxr Balance(T). 
Case 3: If G has 2 articulation points x and y, let AI,. . . ,A,, C,B,, . . . ,Bd be the 
2-connected components of which G is the union, the Ai’S containing vertex x, the Bi’S 
containing vertex y and C containing both x and y (Fig. 2). 
If there exists a component Ai with IAil > [n/21 or a component Bi with IBil > [n/2] 
then the same reasoning as the one applied in the preceding case to a component with 
the same property can be applied and a spanning tree T” can be built such that 
Balance( T*) = 1421 [n/21 = maxr Bulance( T). 
Otherwise set a = C:=,(IAil - l), /I = Cfzl(IBil - l), y = ICI and suppose wlog 
that aab. Note that LX + j3 + y = n. 
If y - 2 > 6 = c( - 8, then edge e = (x, y) can be added to component C, if not 
already there; component C remains 2-connected and Theorem 1 can be applied to it to 
construct a spanning tree of C with nt = l+[(y-2--Q/2], n2 = S+l+[(y-2-6)/21. 
Any spanning tree of G obtained by extending the spanning tree of C to include 
the remaining vertices of the Ai’s and the Bi’s is a tree T* such that f(e, T*) = 
(n1 + cc)@2 + P) = LQJ [421 = maxT Balance(T). Now if edge e was an edge of G, 
then T* is an optimum tree of G; otherwise edge e can be substituted in T” by an 
edge e’ of C, and therefore of G, such that f(e, T* ) = f(e’, T* ). 
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Finally, if y-2 < 6 = cc-p, set a = max(IAil,..., IA,I, y+p). Notice that a < [n/21. It 
is easy to conclude that maxr Balance(T) = (a - 1 )(n -a + 1) and that a spanning tree 
attaining this maximum can be constructed if Theorem 1 is applied to an appropriate 
2-connected component. If a = lAil for some i the component is A;, otherwise it is C; 
in both cases e is chosen to be any edge connecting x with a vertex of the component, 
ni equals 1, rz2 equals a - 1 in the first case and y - 1 in the second one. 0 
Let us remark that, to our knowledge, it is an open question whether the Maximum 
Balance Problem is NP-hard when one restricts to graphs having at most a fixed number 
k 3 3 of articulation points: we conjecture that it is already NP-hard for k = 3. 
3.2. The general case 
Now we turn our attention to solving the Maximum Balance Problem in the general 
case, that is on any connected graph. As we have already said we will be looking for 
an approximation algorithm. 
For the definition of an approximation algorithm for an NPO problem the reader is 
referred to [8]. Here we simply recall that a k-approximation algorithm for any of 
our NPO problems is an algorithm that, for each instance, returns a spanning tree such 
that the ratio between the value of the objective function on an optimum solution tree 
and the value on the returned tree is less than or equal to k, where k is a constant not 
smaller than 1. If an NPO problem admits a k-approximation polynomial time algorithm 
we say that the problem is approximable within k, the algorithm approximates the 
problem within k and the solution returned by the algorithm is a k-ratio approximate 
solution. 
We begin by exhibiting a polynomial time algorithm, called MaxBal2, which ap- 
proximates the problem within 918 if the graph is 2-connected; then we give another 
algorithm, called MaxBal, which approximates the problem within the same constant 
on any connected graph. 
In both algorithms the input graph G may even be a graph whose vertices 01,. . . , v, 
are weighted with positive integers 111,. . . , n, not greater than 1421 and such that 
CL, ni = n; both algorithms return a spanning tree T whose balance b is at least l/k 
times the balance b* of an optimum solution tree T*, for each k 29/S. The definition 
of balance of a tree given in Table 1 must be generalized here to take into account 
the weights of the vertices; specifically, N, and NY generalize to denote the sum of 
the weights of the vertices in the subtrees of T containing vertex x and vertex y, 
respectively. 
The basis of MaxBul2 is local search. The algorithm starts with any spanning tree 
of the graph and evaluates its balance. The algorithm then performs a few preliminary 
tests. If the tests are successful, the tree is returned. If the tests fail, the algorithm looks 
for a non-tree edge that could be swapped for a tree edge in order to obtain a new 
tree with a bigger balance. If no progress is possible the tree is returned. When the 
algorithm stops either the tree has an optimal balance or it is a 9/8-ratio approximate 
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solution. Throughout this paper comments in the description of the algorithms will 
appear as /* . . .*I. 
Algorithm MaxBalZ(G) 
_ Let T be any spanning tree of G; 
- repeat 
- for each i = 1 , . . . , Y - 1 let TF and T/ be the two trees obtained from T by 
removal of edge i (any ordering of the edges from 1 to r - 1 is acceptable 
here); moreover set CQ = ITsI and /3i = 1 T!l, Ni <pi, where for any tree T 
we denote by ITI the sum of the weights of the vertices of T; 
_ sort the {ai} in increasing order; 
/* Balance(T) = a,-I/I-, */ 
_ if 14-l -&-11<1 
_ return T; /* T = T* */ 
_ if a,-.1 3/3,-l/k 
_ return T; /* b>b*/k */ 
- let edge r - 1 have endpoints x and y, with x a vertex of T,?_, and y a 
vertex of T:_,; 
/* ai < /Ii/k for each i = 1,. . . , Y - 1 “/ 
- there exists an edge e of G having endpoints w and z, with w a vertex of 
T,F_, and z a vertex of T,‘, , z # y; let i be the order of the edge of T 
having z as one endpoint and the other endpoint at a shorter distance than 
z from y; 
- if C&l + cli < [n/2] or CC,_1 < pi/2 
_ update T by removing edge i and by connecting z to w through edge e; 
I* the balance of T has increased */ 
otherwise 
_ return T. /* bdb*/k */ 
Our goal at this point is to prove that algorithm MuxBul2 is a polynomial time 
approximation algorithm solving the Maximum Balance problem within 918 on a 
2-connected graph G, as the following theorem asserts. 
Theorem 3. Let k 39/8. For any 2-connected graph G algorithm MaxBaf2 returns 
in polynomial time a spanning tree T of G whose balance b is at least Ilk times the 
balance b* of an optimum solution tree T*. 
Proof. Recall that the input graph G has vertices ut , . . . , v, weighted with integers 
nt , . . . , n, not greater than Ln/2] and such that Ci=, ni = n. Observe that ai + fli = n 
and ai < 1n/2j, pi > [n/2] for i = 1 , . . . , r - 1. Since the function f(x) = x(n - x) is 
strictly increasing for x d n/2, by definition we have that BuZunce( T) = a,_ 1 jJ_ 1. 
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If Ic~,_i -j&-i / d 1 , i.e. if a,_~ = [n/2], then Balance(T) is maximum and T = T*. 
If LX-~ > B,_l/k we derive that 
b* 
-= 
b 
Balance(T*) G [n/21 [a/21 d kld21 [n/21 <k 
Balance(T) %lPr-1 Br-l/L1 ’ ’ 
that is, T is the required approximate solution. 
Otherwise suppose CI,-~ < pr- l/k and therefore U.i <cc,_1 < p,_l/k 6 hi/k for each 
i=l >...> r - 1. Let x and y be as defined in the algorithm. Observe that from Itl,-i - 
pr-t ( > 1 it follows that IZ + pr_i - ~-13 n + 2, so Br_i > [n/21 + 1. Hence tree T$_, 
cannot consist only of vertex y, since every vertex has weight not greater than Ln/2J. 
Therefore there exists an edge e having endpoints w and z as asserted in the algorithm, 
since the graph is 2-connected and the removal of y cannot disconnect it. 
If C(i + CI,_~ 6 [n/2j then the updating operation strictly increases the value of 
f((x,v), T) from CI,-~P,._~ to (ai -t c(,_~)(Iz - (ai + c1,_i)) and therefore Balance(T) 
also increases. 
On the other hand if ai + x,-i > Ln/2j but c1,_1 < pi/2 we shall prove the following 
inequalities: 
c1r_1 < pr-1 - cli. (5) 
Hence, after the updating of the tree, 
f((x,~),T) = (Br-I - ai)(gr-l + c(i) 
and the balance of T increases with respect to the previous value c+-i&- 1. 
We prove (4) by deriving from inequality Ni + CC-~ > [n/2] the inequality ai + 12 -
pr_i > m/21. We prove (5) by deriving from the inequality CI,_~ < pi/2 the inequality 
2c1,-i < n - xi which shows that 1,-t < n - CY,_~ - Ui = pr-l - ui. 
It remains to prove that if CC,-, a/i/2 then tree T has balance b 2 b*/k. From 
~(,_i 2 pi/2 we derive that Ki 2 n - 2~l,_i and since CC-~ 2 ai we derive that c(,_i 2 n/3. 
Hence the balance b = ct,_lpr-l of tree T is not smaller than (n/3)(n - n/3) because 
of the monotonicity of f(x) = x(n -x) for x not greater than n/2. Now the conclusion 
follows from the inequalities 
b* d 14 b/21 G 9 
b (2/9)n2 8’ 
q 
We are now able to describe the algorithm which approximates the Maximum Bal- 
ance problem within 918 on any connected graph. 
The algorithm gradually reduces the number of articulation points until it finds either 
a 2-connected graph, on which MarBal2 is applied, or an optimum tree. Each reduction 
generates a new graph with the property that the maximum balance of its trees is the 
same as that of the trees of the original graph; moreover from any tree of the reduced 
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graph it is possible to reconstruct a tree of the original graph, having a greater or equal 
balance. 
Algorithm MaxBal(G) 
- if G is 2-connected return MaxBaZ2(G); 
_ let x be an articulation point of G and let Cl,. . . , Ch be the connected components 
obtained by removing x; Vi = 1,. . . , h let ICi 1 denote the sum of the weights of 
the vertices of Ci; wlog let Ct be the component which maximizes ICi 1; 
- if ICllQ[nP] 
_ return any spanning tree T which connects x to Cl by a single edge; 
/* T = T* */ 
- otherwise if ICI I > [n/2] 
_ let G’ be the subgraph of G induced by x and the vertices of Cr ; update the 
weight n, of vertex x to become n: = n, + & jCi/; 
/* G’ has at least one less articulation point than G */ 
- T’ = MaxBal( G’); 
_ transform T’ into a tree T of G, by connecting x to a spanning tree of each 
component Ci, i # 1; 
/* BuZance( T) 3 Balance( T’) */ 
_ return T. 
Theorem 4. Let k>9/8. For any connected graph G, algorithm MaxBal returns in 
polynomial time a spanning tree T of G whose balance b is at least l/k times the 
balance b* of an optimum solution tree T*. 
Proof. Suppose ICI I < [n/2]. Then any spanning tree T which connects x to Cl by a 
single edge e is such that f (e, T) = ICI I(n - ICI I). Because of the way component Cl 
is chosen by the algorithm, we have that f (e, T) is bigger than or equal to f (e’, T), 
for any edge e’ of T. Therefore f (e, T) = Balance(T) and this balance is optimum. 
Otherwise if ICI I > [n/2] notice that every vertex of G’ has weight not greater than 
Ln/2J ; in fact since by hypothesis n, + ICI I + Ciz, lCi[ = n and ICI I > 1421 we 
have that n: < n - [n/2J = [n/21, i.e. n: < [n/2]. Moreover notice that the sum of the 
weights of the vertices of G’ is n and that graph G’ has at least one less articulation 
point than G, since vertex x is not an articulation point for G’. Therefore MaxBaE(G’) 
can be called appropriately. Observe at this point that if e is an edge of a tree T” of 
G such that f (e, T”) = maxTBulunce(T), then it is either an edge of Ct or an edge 
connecting x to some vertex of Cl, since the weight of each vertex is positive. In fact, 
if e is an edge of Ci, i # 1, then f(e, T”) would be strictly less than f(a, T”), with 
a being the first edge on the unique path of T” connecting n to the enpoints of e. If 
instead e connects x to some vertex of Ci, i # 1, then f (e, T”) would be strictly less 
than f (a, T”‘), with Tfft being obtained from T” by connecting x to component Cl 
by a single edge, say a. Hence in either cases f (e, T”) would not maximize function 
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Balance(T) over all spanning trees T. The last key observation permits therefore to 
assert that, if T is allowed to vary among all trees of G, and T’ among all trees of G’, 
the equality maxrBaZance(T) = maxrrBaZunce(T’) holds. Now if T’ = MuxBaZ(G’) is 
an approximate solution for G’, transformed by the algorithm into a spanning tree T 
for G, we observe that 
BaZunce( T’) = z; f(e, T’) <ye f(e, T) = BuZunce( T)
since any edge of T’ remains an edge of T. From the last two observations it is 
straightforward to conclude that, if T’ is a k-ratio approximate solution for G’, T is 
also a k-ratio approximate solution for G. 0 
We conclude this section by leaving as an open problem to determine whether a 
polynomial time approximation scheme for Maximum Balance exists or the problem is 
MAX-SNP hard and therefore not polynomially approximable within any 1 + e, E > 0, 
unless P=NP [l]. 
An interesting extension, still to be studied, is the approximability status of the 
Maximum Balance Problem with negative weights. 
4. The other problems 
The problems that we address in this section are Maximum Sum Depth, Maximum 
Sum Distance, Maximum Height and Maximum Diameter. The Maximum Sum Depth 
problem consists in finding a spanning tree which maximizes the sum of the distances 
of the vertices from the root p; the Maximum Sum Distance consists in finding a 
spanning tree which maximizes the sum of the distances between all pairs of vertices. 
The two remaining problems consist in maximizing the height and the diameter of a 
spanning tree. We prove the following result. 
Theorem 5. Unless P=NP, there is no constant ratio approximation algorithm for 
(i) the Maximum Sum Depth problem, 
(ii) the Maximum Sum Distance problem, 
(iii) the Maximum Height problem, 
(iv) the Maximum Diameter problem. 
Proof. In [2] the authors prove that even for hamiltonian graphs (with either a hamil- 
tonian cycle or a path) the problem of finding a Longest Path does not admit a constant 
factor approximation algorithm, unless P = NP. We prove (i) and (ii) by contradic- 
tion, by showing that from a constant factor approximation algorithm for each of the 
first two problems we could derive a constant factor approximation algorithm for the 
problem of finding a longest path in a hamiltonian graph. 
So let G = (V,E), (VI = 12, b e a graph having a hamiltonian cycle and let T* be 
a spanning tree which alternatively maximizes, among all spanning trees of G, one of 
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the two functions taken under consideration. Suppose also that there exists a constant 
k > 1 and an algorithm that finds in polynomial time a k-ratio approximate solution 
tree T for each of the first two problems. First consider the case: 
(i) SumDepth(T*)/SumDepth(T) d k. (6) 
Since the graph has a hamiltonian cycle, a hamiltonian path rooted at p exists which 
maximizes the function SumDepth and therefore SumDepth( T* ) = 1-t 2 +. . . + (n - 1). 
Now let d be the height of T. Observe that among all trees having height d one 
that maximizes SumDepth has n - d leaves at depth d. Call T’ such a tree. We have 
that 
d-l 
SumDepth = d(n - d) + C i. 
i=l 
(7) 
From (6) and (7) we get that 
v d SumDepth( T) 6 d(n - d) + 
d(d - 1) 
2 
which implies that (n - 1)/d < 2k; this last inequality shows that the algorithm has 
found a tree T which contains a 2k-approximate solution to the Longest Path problem, 
an impossibility, unless P = NP [2]. 
Now consider the case: 
(ii) SumDistance(T* )/SumDistance( T) Gk. 
Since the graph has a hamiltonian path and such a path maximizes the function 
SumDistance we have that SumDistance = 2~~~,‘i(n - i) = (n3 - n)/3. 
Now let d be the diameter of T. A trivial upper bound to SumDistance is 
nd(n + l), since the distance between any two vertices of T is at most d. Hence from 
the inequality 
n3 -n 
3k <nd(n + l), 
we derive (n - 1 )/d d 3k, and we arrive at the same conclusion as in (i). 
The rest of Theorem 5 follows directly from the more general result, proved in [14], 
that there does not exist a constant factor approximation algorithm for the Longest Path 
problem, unless P=NP. In fact any k-approximate solution to the Maximum Diameter 
problem would identify a k-approximate solution to the Longest Path problem and any 
k-approximate solution to the Maximum Height problem would be a 2k-approximate 
solution to the Maximum Diameter problem. q 
We conclude this section by noticing that case (iii) of Theorem 5 implies a negative 
answer to the problem, left open in [9], of the existence of constant ratio approximation 
algorithms for the problem of finding lineal spanning trees with maximum height. 
In fact any constant ratio approximate solution to the latter problem would also be a 
constant ratio approximate solution to the Maximum Height problem. 
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